News Release
Docuflow appointed to Government G-Cloud 12
Framework to provide cloud software services
on the Digital Marketplace
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Docuflow are pleased to announce they have been named as a supplier on the UK
Government’s Crown Commercial Service’s (CCS) cloud software framework.
It is the second consecutive year Docuflow have been appointed onto the G-Cloud Framework.
It will provide world-class software including artificial intelligence, hybrid mail, content
management, data capture and digital signature solutions, in addition to a whole host of
cloud-based services to streamline Government workflows.
The Docuflow supplier agreement can be used by organisations across the UK public sector
including central government, local government, health, education, devolved administrations,
emergency services, defence, and not-for-profit organisations.
CCS supports the public sector to achieve maximum commercial value when procuring
common goods and services. In 2018/19, CCS helped the public sector to achieve commercial
benefits worth £945m – supporting world-class public services that offer best value for
taxpayers.
Getting organisations to work smarter by streamlining processes by using cost effective
technology is at the heart of Docuflow’s business.
Chris Rowlands, Director at Docuflow said: “We are proud to be a recognised supplier to the
UK Government for digital transformation requirements and projects.
“We have been helping UK organisations for over 10 years’ to reduce their reliance on printed
documents and laborious associated processes which paper documents can generate.
“These past few months have been particularly challenging for companies as they pivot to
a new normal and look at digitising processes. We use our comprehensive expertise to help
clients work more effectively through Docuflow cloud-hosted software solutions.”
Docuflow are trailblazers in the field; by championing digital inclusivity and providing software
solutions that are easy to implement and save precious time, they have become the go-to
company to help businesses revolutionise workflows. DocuTrack, their flagship e-signature
software, continues to be one of the bestselling solutions of the year. By dramatically
compressing the signing cycle into just a few minutes, it is easy to see why clients are
choosing DocuTrack as a way of doing business whilst working remotely.

Chris added: “Being a supplier on the UK Government’s CCS cloud software framework
is wonderful news. This means, that for the second consecutive year we can continue to
drive change on the CCS cloud software framework, by helping businesses on their digital
transformation journey. We look forward to continue delivering innovative cloud-based
software and lead the way to a digital and sustainable future.”
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Notes for editor
• Chris Rowlands is available for interview.
• High res images / logos available upon request.

About Docuflow
Docuflow is a UK document technologies business. They provide best of breed services and solutions
from a selection of software and business partners, enabling organisations to manage their businesscritical documents, processes and workflows quickly, efficiently and cost effectively.
Docuflow customers reflect the diversity of the UK economy in terms of size, sector, and ownership
structure.
Docuflow has a wealth of experience in delivering document workflow solutions that enable clients to
implement world class technologies, processes, and services.
Docuflow services and solutions are supported by highly trained sales and service teams to provide
true end-to-end solutions.

About the Crown Commercial Service
Crown Commercial Service (CCS) is an Executive Agency of the Cabinet Office, supporting the public
sector to achieve maximum commercial value when procuring common goods and services.
To find out more about CCS, visit: www.crowncommercial.gov.uk
Follow on Twitter: @gov_procurement
Follow on LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/2827044
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